Curt Wibben and Moyer Meyer have been delivering meals together for the past seven to eight months and have decided to continue as COVID-19 continues for more than a year.

"It’s nice to get out," Meyer said as the two men teamed up in Wibben’s truck to package up their deliveries for Rochester’s Meals on Wheels program. "And this is all we get out for," Wibben quickly added, eyes shifting between their laps as if to help her church for ideas on how to help the community as cope with changes in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

She explained her role. Router Rovey, a driver, and the pair were waiting for instructions.

MEALS ON WHEELS
April Sutter, Family Services Rochester’s director of community relations, said the Meals on Wheel program has made adjustments to address concerns, as well as meet increased needs.

Instead of a daily delivery program, the program is delivering two meals a day, if, clients could extend to the next day. The meals are delivered in plastic, multiple-use containers.

HELPING, warm meals
Food programs continue to provide during pandemic
BY RANDY FETSELL
opinion@postbulletin.com
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With vaccines 18 months away at best, and with the nation’s hospitals stretched thin, scientists and commercial leaders are partnering in a regulatory, expedited, multi-center coalition of scientific and commercial leaders to produce a treatment over the next few weeks to help patients safely in a way that shortens the course of their disease, or prevents them from getting it in the first place if they’ve been exposed.
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